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Perfect for any room in the house
including bathrooms & kitchens
A cut above the rest, Riviera AL is a premium shutter extruded
from high quality PVC with aluminium inserts through blades
and stiles. This ensures strength and stability, while also being
unaffected by moisture and humidity.
An aesthetic, modern internal shutter providing privacy while
giving you the ability to control light and airflow into a room.

[ WATER RESISTANT PROPERTIES ]
Perfect for Kitchens
& Bathrooms

[ ZERO EMISSIONS ]
Non-Toxic
PVC Shutters

Colours Available
Paint Colours
Arch White

Uni White

White

Silk White

Snow

Egg Shell

Creamy

Ivory

Sand

Sahara

Antique

Mushroom

Swiss
Coffee

Riviera AL PVC Shutters
Riviera AL is a superior internal PVC Shutter - it is about what’s on the
inside that makes the difference.
Riviera AL is a ‘non-toxic’ PVC Shutter which does not omit volatile
organic compounds (VOC) or harmful emissions - this makes them safe
for the whole family. Riviera AL Shutters are perfect for all domestic and
commercial uses, as well as in high-temperature climates.
With aluminium re-enforced blades and stiles, Riviera AL is well
known for quality, strength and durability. Easily cleaned with a
damp cloth, Riviera AL is a leading choice for its diverse applications
throughout the home. Suitable for any room in the house including
bathrooms and kitchens, Riviera AL is also perfect for creating room
dividers in larger areas.
Available in 13 colours, Riviera AL’s sophistication and style will bring
elegance into any room of the house, while adding great insulation
benefits in window applications.

10
YEAR

Finished Product
Warranty

Key Points about Riviera AL Shutters:
++ VOC Free / does not omit volatile organic compounds
- Certificate Available
++ Control the amount of light filtering into a room
++ Not affected by moisture or humidity
++ Provide excellent thermal and acoustic insulation
++ Aluminium re-enforced stiles and blades on all panels
++ Extruded from quality PVC
++ Available in 13 colours
++ Blade Sizes: 63mm, 89mm and 114mm
++ Clear view, offset tilt rod and centre tilt rod options
++ Bi-fold, sliding and hinged options available
++ Child Safe
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